Introduction
Conditional survival and quantile functions are useful tools for assessing the influence of risk factors on survival. Let Y i , C i and X i denote the survival time, censoring time and covariate, respectively, of the i th subject under study, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Assume that one observes n i.i.d. triples (T 1 , 1 , X 1 ), . . . , (T n , n , X n ) where, for each i , T i = min(Y i , C i ) and i = I (Y i ≤ C i ) and assume that Y i is independent of C i for given X i . This paper derives nonparametric likelihood ratio-based confidence intervals and bands for the conditional survival function S(t|x) = P(Y i > t|X i = x) and the conditional quantile function S −1 ( p|x), for fixed
x, on the basis of right censored regression data.
Nonparametric estimation of S(t|x) and related applications have been studied by a number of authors; see, among others, Beran (1981) , Dabrowska (1987 Dabrowska ( , 1992 , McKeague and Utikal (1990) , Akritas (1994) , Li and Doss (1995) , McKeague et al. (1995) , McKeague and Sun (1996) , and Li (1997) for random design regression, and González Manteiga and Cadarso Suarez (1994) , and Van Veraverbeke (1997, 1998) for fixed design regression.
Confidence intervals and bands for S(t|x) or S −1 ( p|x) can be obtained based on normal approximations as discussed later in Section 2 (Remark 2.3). However, normal confidence intervals for S(t|x) could include impossible values outside the range [0, 1] . Their small sample properties are also not satisfactory as shown in Section 3. This is similar to the pitfalls of the Kaplan-Meier method for homogeneous data (with no covariate) as discussed by Hollander et al. (1997) . Construction of normal confidence intervals for S −1 ( p|x) is also problematic because it requires density estimation in order to estimate the variance and the resulting variance estimate is not stable.
In the absence of covariates, Thomas and Grunkemeier (1975) introduced a nonparametric likelihood ratio method to construct confidence intervals for a survival probability from right censored data. The resulting confidence intervals never include values outside [0,1] and showed better small sample performance than the Kaplan-Meier normal approximation method in simulations.
In this paper, we extend the method of Thomas and Grunkemeier (1975) to the nonparametric regression setting to obtain confidence intervals and bands for S(t|x) and S −1 ( p|x). To explain the idea, we begin with a nonparametric likelihood ratio test for the null hypothesis H 0 : S(t|x) = p where 0 < p < 1. Define a weighted likelihood ratio for H 0 by R( p, t|x) = sup{L(S(·|x))|S(t|x) = p, S(·|x) ∈ } sup{L(S(·|x))|S(·|x) ∈ } , ( p, t|x) and show how to determine critical values for the likelihood ratio confidence intervals and bands. The nonparametric likelihood ratio approach is appealing for several reasons. For example, it respects the range of the parameter. It uses data to determine the shape of the confidence intervals and can, consequently, produce asymmetric intervals to reflect possible skewness in the distribution of the estimated parameter. It does not involve variance estimation which is especially important for quantile interval estimation. It also leads to narrower confidence intervals and bands than the normal approximation method as shown in our simulation study.
Although its use dates back at least to Thomas and Grunkemeier (1975) , rigorous treatment of the nonparametric likelihood ratio method was first given in a different problem by Owen (1988 Owen ( , 1990 , who studied the now well known empirical likelihood method to construct nonparametric confidence intervals for the mean of a random vector based on i.i.d. complete
data. Since Owen's (1988 Owen's ( , 1990 work, the likelihood ratio approach has been extended to a wide range of nonparametric and semiparametric problems, including linear models (Owen (1991) and Chen (1993 Chen ( , 1994 ), generalized linear models (Kolaczyk (1994) ), quantile estimation (Chen and Hall (1993) ), biased sample models (Qin (1993) ), generalized estimating equations (Qin and Lawless (1994) ), confidence intervals and bands for unconditional survival and quantile functions (Li (1995) , Murphy (1995) , Owen (1995) , Li, Hollander, McKeague and Yang (1996) and Hollander, McKeague and Yang (1997) ), dependent process models (Kitamura (1997) ), partial linear models (Wang and Jing (1999) ), confidence tubes for multiple quantile plots (Einmahl and McKeague (1999) ), and nonparametric regression (Chen and Qin (2000) ).
In Section 2 we study the asymptotic properties of R( p, t|x) and discuss how to compute the resulting likelihood ratio confidence intervals and bands for S(t|x) and S −1 ( p|x). We also include a discussion on how to choose the bandwidth sequence. Section 3 presents a simulation study to study the performance of the developed likelihood ratio method compared with the normal approximation method. An illustration is given in Section 4 using data on cancer of the larynx. All proofs are collected in the Appendix.
Main results
Let
. . , n, be n independent random vectors as defined in Section 1 and let (X, Y, C, T , ) have the joint distribution of each
The probability density functions of the distributions defined above will be denoted with lower case letters.
We define the local (or weighted) log likelihood by
are Nadaraya-Watson weights, K is a known density function (kernel) and h n is a sequence of positive constants tending to zero as n → ∞ (bandwidth). It can be shown that, in the absence of ties, the local likelihood function is maximal at
which is the estimator proposed by Beran (1981) . We refer to Section 1 for references on this estimator and related applications. The estimator reduces to the Kaplan-Meier (1958) estimator when no covariates are present (i.e. W i (x; h n ) = n −1 ) and to the estimator of Stone (1977) when there is no censoring (i.e. T i = Y i , i = 1). The proof thatŜ(t|x) maximizes the likelihood function is very similar to the proof given in Kaplan and Meier (1958) .
The idea behind constructing likelihood ratio confidence intervals for an unknown probability S(t|x) is to include all values p in the interval for which the test for H 0 : S(t|x) = p based on the weighted likelihood ratio statistic R( p, t|x) defined in (1.1) is not rejected. Since large values of R( p, t|x) provide evidence in favor of H 0 , define for t > 0 and 0 < r < 1,
We will show that for an appropriate choice of r , C(t, r |x) will be a 100
For the statement of the asymptotic results below, we need to introduce the following estimators :f
is continuous (see e.g. Li and Doss (1995) ). This function is estimated bŷ
Theorem 2.1 (Confidence interval for S(t|x)) Assume nh 5 n → 0 and nh n → ∞. Assume further that the regularity conditions (R1)-(R3) of Li and Doss (1995, Section 4) hold and that K is a bounded density function, symmetric around zero. Let 0 < t < τ x be such that S(t|x) < 1.
(a) Then,
The proof can be found in the Appendix.
where B 0 (u) is a Brownian bridge on [0, 1]. Some specific percentiles of this distribution can be found in Nair (1984) .
Theorem 2.2 (Confidence band for S(·|x))
Assume that the conditions of Theorem 2.1 hold.
(b) Letû j =σ 2 (t j |x)/(1 +σ 2 (t j |x)) ( j = 1, 2) and
Then,
Theorem 2.3 (Confidence interval for S −1 ( p|x))
Assume that the conditions of Theorem 2.1
The result follows readily from part (a) of Theorem 2.1.
Theorem 2.4 (Confidence band for S −1 (·|x)) Assume that the conditions of Theorem 2.1 hold.
The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 2.2 and will therefore be omitted. 
is continuous and strictly increasing in p. Therefore,
and λ L (t) and λ U (t) are the unique solutions of the equation
on the intervals (D, 0) and (0, ∞), respectively. Now we discuss how to compute Q( p, r |x). Let t 1 < . . . < t k denote the distinct and ordered uncensored times for all individuals with W i > 0. By mimicking the arguments of Li et al. (1996) , one can show that Q( p, r |x) is always an interval. The lower limit is the first t j for which R( p, t j |x) ≥ r , and the upper boundary is the first subsequent t j for which R( p, t j |x) < r .
Remark 2.2. [Bandwidth selection]
An important issue in the context of kernel regression is the selection of an appropriate bandwidth sequence h n . Unlike in estimation problems, where the bandwidth is often chosen as the value for which the mean (integrated) squared error is minimal, a different criterium should be used for the construction of confidence intervals and bands. As was done in Hall (1991 Hall ( , 1992 , among others, it is sensible to consider the bandwidth for which the coverage error of the interval or band is minimal. It is however not easy to find the optimal bandwidth under this criterium. For the construction of confidence intervals for a density function based on completely observed data, Hall (1991 Hall ( , 1992 considered two methods for obtaining the optimal bandwidth: one method is based on undersmoothing and the other one requires the explicit estimation of the asymptotic bias. He found that undersmoothing leads to a smaller coverage error and is therefore preferable. He also showed that for both methods, the optimal bandwidth satisfies nh 5 n → 0, while in estimation problems this condition is nh 5 n → C > 0. Although we did not determine the rate of the optimal bandwidth in the present context theoretically, we carried out a simulation study to learn how the bands behave when nh 5 n = C > 0 (in which case there is an extra bias term in the formula of the bands). The simulations strongly indicated that estimating the bias term often leads to coverage probabilities that are considerably too low. Further examination of the simulation results showed that the bias term is often badly estimated, and is the main reason of the large coverage errors. As will be seen in the next section, this is not the case when the asymptotic bias does not need to be estimated (i.e. when nh 5 n → 0).
Remark 2.3. [Normal approximation methods for constructing confidence intervals and bands]
It has been shown that (cf. Li and Doss (1995, Theorem 4 and the remark following the proof of Theorem 1)), if nh n → ∞ and nh 5 n → 0, then √ nh n (Ŝ(t|x) − S(t|x)) converges weakly to S(t|x)U (t|x), where U (t|x) is a continuous Gaussian martingale with mean zero and variance function σ 2 (t|x). This result enables one to construct confidence intervals and bands for S(t|x). For example, an approximate 1 − α confidence interval for S(t|x) is given bŷ
where z α/2 is the α/2 upper quantile of a standard normal distribution. Confidence bands for S(t|x) can be derived using the method of Hall and Wellner (1980) for an unconditional survival function based on homogeneous data. Furthermore, weak convergence ofŜ −1 ( p|x) to a Gaussian process follows directly from that ofŜ(t|x) and the functional delta-method (cf. Andersen et al. (1993) , Propositions II.8.1 and II.8.5). Normal confidence intervals for S −1 ( p|x)
can then be obtained in the usual manner. Hall-Wellner type confidence bands for S −1 ( p|x) can be derived using the idea described in Li et al. (1996, p.634 ).
Simulations
In this section we will carry out a number of simulations to illustrate the small sample performance of the proposed confidence intervals and bands for S(t|x). More precisely, we will compare the coverage probability and the width of the proposed intervals and bands with those of the normal method. All simulation results are based on 1000 simulation runs. The programs are written in the statistical package Gauss.
Assume that the covariate X is uniformly distributed on the interval [0, 1]. The conditional distribution of the response Y given X = x is exponential with mean a 0 + a 1 x + a 2 x 2 , while the censoring time C has an exponential distribution with mean function b 0 + b 1 x + b 2 x 2 for certain constants a 0 , a 1 , a 2 , b 0 , b 1 and b 2 . As usual, we assume that Y and C are independent, conditionally on X . Hence, it is readily verified that
(3.1)
We carry out simulations for samples of size 25, 50 and 100, for x = 0.5 and α = 0.05. At x = 0.5, the probability of censoring is either 0.25, 0.50 or 0.75. The kernel function K is a biquadratic kernel K (x) = (15/16)(1− x 2 ) 2 I (|x| ≤ 1). For each method, we used a bandwidth that minimizes the coverage error of the interval or band over a grid of bandwidths ranging from 0.2 up to 0.5 (see Remark 2.2 for a detailed description and references on this bandwidth selection method). Table 1 shows the result for confidence intervals at t = S −1 (0.5|x) and for different choices of the parameters a 0 , a 1 , b 0 , b 1 and b 2 . The value of a 2 is determined in such a way that the probability of censoring, given by (3.1), equals one of the three considered values (0.25, 0.50 or 0.75).
The table shows that the coverage probability of the likelihood method is very stable and everywhere close to 0.95 (by taking a finer grid of bandwidths it would be possible to obtain coverage probabilities which are even closer to 0.95). On the other hand, the coverage probability of the normal method is everywhere below 0.95. Especially under heavy censoring, the behavior of the normal method is very poor. The table also shows that the normal method produces shorter intervals than the likelihood ratio method. However, this comparison is misleading, since the normal method has lower coverage probability. Table 2 shows that when the two intervals have about the same lengths, the likelihood interval has higher coverage probability than the normal method. Also note from Table 2 that the coverage probabilty for bandwidths other than the optimal one, is quite stable for the likelihood method, but can be far from 0.95 for the normal method.
Next, we compare the behavior of the likelihood ratio confidence band and the Hall-Wellner (0.5|x) , when a 0 = 1, a 1 = 2, b 0 = 4, b 1 = 5, b 2 = 50 and P( = 0|x) = 0.75. band. The bandwidth is again determined such that the coverage error is minimal. The same distributions are considered as for the confidence intervals, except that a 2 = b 2 = 0, i.e. the survival and censoring times have a linear mean function. The value of b 0 is determined such that the probability of censoring at x = 0.5 equals one of the three considered values (0.25, 0.50 and 0.75). The bands are compared over the interval [u 1 , u 2 ] = [0.1, 0.9]. The critical point e α (û 1 ,û 2 ) equals 3.06 (see Nair (1984) ). The result is shown in Table 3 . Again we see that the likelihood method outperforms the normal method, both in terms of coverage probability and total area of the bands.
Data analysis
We will illustrate the proposed method on data on cancer of the larynx, discussed by Kardaun (1983) . Of each of 90 male larynx cancer patients, diagnosed and treated during the period 285 1970-1978 in a hospital in the Netherlands, the age at diagnosis of the cancer (in years) and the time between the first treatment and the death of the patient (in years) are recorded (among other variables). At the end of the study in 1981, 40 out of the 90 patients were alive. Since their survival time could not be recorded, these individuals are right censored. We wish to construct a confidence band for the survival distribution at a given age.
To select an appropriate bandwidth h n , we use the criterium based on minimizing the coverage error (as described in Remark 2.2). But, since this coverage error is unknown, we will generate bootstrap samples from the data and approximate the coverage error by a bootstrapped coverage error. More precisely, generate B bootstrap samples according to the resampling method given in Li and Datta (1999) for random design (and Van Keilegom and Veraverbeke (1997) for fixed design). This method consists of two stages. In the first stage, we resample with replacement from the set {X 1 , . . . , X n } to obtain the bootstrap sample {X * 1 , . . . , X * n }. Next, for each i , we draw a pair (T * i , * i ) with replacement from (T 1 , 1 ) , . . . , (T n , n ), giving probability W j (X * i ; g n ) to (T j , j ) ( j = 1, . . . , n) , where {g n } is a second bandwidth sequence. Next, calculate from each of these B bootstrap samples a 100(1 − α)% confidence band for S (g) (·|x) (whereŜ (g) (·|x) denotes the Beran estimatorŜ(·|x) using the bandwidth g n ) and compute the coverage probability of these bands (i.e. the proportion of these B bands which includê S (g) (·|x)). Select the bandwidth h n for which this coverage probability is closest to 1 − α (i.e. for which the coverage error is minimal).
Let K (x) = (15/16)(1 − x 2 ) 2 I (|x| ≤ 1) be a biquadratic kernel function, let α = 0.05 and x = 65 (so we construct a 95 % confidence band for a 65 years old patient). Further, we work with g n = h 0.8 n , since this choice performs well in the computation of the bootstrapped coverage errors. Table 4 shows the bootstrapped coverage probabilities for different values of the bandwidth h n and based on B = 1000 bootstrap samples. For the normal method, the best result is obtained for h n = 20, while the likelihood method performs the best when h n = 22.5. Figure 1 shows the normal and likelihood ratio bands by using these bandwidth choices. The bands are at most time points narrower for the likelihood ratio method than for the normal approximation method. Note that this is in agreement with the results of the simulations in Section 3, which also indicated that the normal method leads to wider confidence bands than the likelihood ratio method. 
Appendix
Throughout this appendix we use the following abbreviated notations:
We start with two lemmas which enable us to calculate the likelihood ratio statistic R( p, t|x).
The proof of the first one is very similar to part of the proof of Theorem 2.1 in Li (1995) and is therefore omitted.
Lemma A.1 Assume that t is inside the convex hull of all uncensored survival times of individuals with W i > 0 and assume that S(·|x) is continuous. Then,
where the supremum is taken over all h 1 , . . . , h n such that T i ≤t, i =1 (1 − h i ) = p and 0 ≤ h i ≤ 1 for i = 1, . . . , n, i = 1.
Let λ n ( p, t|x) (or simply λ n ) be the unique solution of
(Note that the left hand side of (A.3) is a strictly increasing function of λ on (D, +∞), which converges to 0 as λ tends to D and to 1 as λ tends to +∞.)
Lemma A.2 Under the assumption of Lemma A.1,
Proof. We will show that the supremum in the numerator of R( p, t|x) is reached when 
It is easily verified that the system of equations ∂ L ∂h i = 0, ∂ L ∂α = 0 (i = 1, . . . , n) leads to
From the definition of λ n it follows that α = −λ n and hence the result follows.
Lemma A.3 Assume that the conditions of Theorem 2.1 hold. Then, for
Proof. Take t 1 ≤ t ≤ t 2 fixed. We consider two cases. If λ n < 0, then, since λ n > D, we have that R i + λ n > W i ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ W i R i +λ n < 1 for T i ≤ t, i = 1. Hence, the inequality
uniformly in t 1 ≤ t ≤ t 2 , which follows from the weak convergence ofˆ (t|x) (see e.g. Li and Doss (1995) ).
If λ n ≥ 0, then, since log(
Next, since log(1 − x) − log(1 − y) ≤ y−x 1−y for 0 ≤ x, y < 1, it follows after some simple calculations thatˆ (t|x) + logŜ(t|x) − log S(t|x) ≥ 0. This together with (A.4) and the weak convergence of logŜ(t|x) (see Li and Doss (1995) ) yields
uniformly in t 1 ≤ t ≤ t 2 , from which the result follows.
Lemma A.4 Assume that the conditions of Theorem 2.1 hold. Then, for 0 < t 1 < t 2 < τ x , such that S(t 1 |x) < 1,
Proof. First note that for T i ≤ t, R i converges to 1 − H (T i |x) > 1 − H (t|x) > 0 and hence R i is bounded away from zero uniformly in all i for which T i ≤ t. Let
Then, A(0) = logŜ(t|x), A(λ n (S(t|x), t|x)) = log S(t|x) and A (0) =f X (x)σ 2 (t|x)/
Hence, a Taylor expansion yields that log S(t|x) = logŜ(t|x) + λ nf X (x)σ 2 (t|x)
where |ξ n | < |λ n |. It follows that λ n = K 2 (u) duf −1 X (x)σ −2 (t|x)(log S(t|x) − logŜ(t|x)) + O P ((nh n ) −1 ), since Lemma A.3 implies that
Using again a Taylor expansion and Lemma A.2, we have −2nh nf X (x) K 2 (u) du log R(S(t|x), t|x)
We start with T 1 :
= nh nσ −2 (t|x)(log S(t|x) − logŜ(t|x)) 2 + O P ((nh n ) −1 ).
Simple calculations show that T 2 = O P ((nh n ) −1/2 ) and that T 3 = O P ((nh n ) −1 ). This finishes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. (a) Use Lemma A.4 together with the asymptotic normality of logŜ(t|x)
given in Li and Doss (1995) . in D[t 1 , t 2 ], where Z (t|x) is a continuous Gaussian process with mean 0 and covariance Cov(Z (s|x), Z (t|x)) = σ 2 (min(s, t)|x). Next, note that the processes Z(t|x) σ (t|x) and (β B 0 )( σ 2 (t|x) 1+σ 2 (t|x) ) are equal in distribution since they are Gaussian processes with the same mean and covariance function, where β(u) = (u(1 − u)) −1/2 (0 < u < 1). Hence, the result follows.
(b) It follows from (a) that lim n→∞ P{S(t|x) ∈ C(t, r |x) for all t 1 ≤ t ≤ t 2 } = lim n→∞ P{R(S(t|x), t|x) ≥ r for all t 1 ≤ t ≤ t 2 } = lim n→∞ P sup
For r = r α (û 1 ,û 2 ), this probability equals 1 − α.
